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Relative advantage
Compatibility 
Complexity 
Trialability
Observability 
Characteristics of innovations
how the innovation is perceived to be an improvement
consistency with existing experience, values and needs
perceived difficulty in understanding and using an innovation
the degree to which an innovation can be experimented with
how visible the results of an innovation are to others
Rogers, E. M. (2003). Diffusion of innovations (5th ed.). New York; London; Toronto; Sydney: Free Press.
Introducing ICT in education = complex systems development
Adoption of ICT in education = all other diffusion of innovations
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Four interconnected levels of analysis:
Litany
Systemic
World view 
(Myth and metaphor) Sense making
Causal Layered Analysis
Popular notions, determinism
Social, cultural, economic, historical, physical
and technological factors
Discourse, paradigms, ideology
Individual experience, gut feeling
After: Inayatullah, Sohail. Causal Layered Analysis: Unveiling and Transforming the Future. In J. C. Glenn (Ed.), 
Futures Research Methodology Washington D.C.: The American Council for the United Nations University. 2003
We need to focus not only on how, but also on why
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Pulling at the corn to help it grow
time
Litany
Systemic
Sense making
World view
effort
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Framework
Content
Cognitivism Constructivism Situated learning
Levels of ICT in education
c
1
c
2
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Chemistry blended learning course:
Introductory inorganic chemistry
http://virgil.ruc.dk/
kurser/kemiopgaver/
KcO2e/index.htm
Extension of lab time; 
Collaborative thinking:
Simulation of laboratory 
assignment
http://virgil.ruc.dk/
kurser/kemiopgaver/
ko1e/intro.htm
Collaborative thinking:
Interactive problems 
http://www.chemexper.
com/
Safety issues:
Large internet based database, 
free of charge
http://virgil.ruc.dk/
kurser/KemiC/
Updated information:
12 class sessions 12 lab sessions
7.5 ECTS
20-40 students each year (6 times)
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Communication studies blended learning courses
, 
.
2 teachers collaborating1 teacher
15 – 50 students15 – 20 students
Type 2Type 1
6 times since 20036 times since 2004
notice board, syllabus, roster and 
readings, presentations, lecture notes, 
assignments, calendar, chat, 
discussion forum, wiki
notice board, syllabus, presentations,
links to suppl. readings, lecture notes,
assignments, exercises, course
projects, course evaluations,
calendar, communication folders
Sakai supportBSCW support
lectures, plenum discussions, in-class 
group work, online assignment
discussions, lab work, readings, 
project work
8 class sessions (4 ECTS points)3-week workshop (6 ECTS points)
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T
O
W
S
Little control over 
distribution of course 
content.
Lack of standards.Information overload;
Information clutter.
Easy to modify for 
new courses.
More functionalities
may be integrated.
Archive of study 
activities.
Meticulous updating 
required.
Technical problems 
may occur.
Available only online 
and while enrolled.
Time-saving and 
effective means of 
communication.
Dynamic framework 
for course activities.
Reliable, constantly 
updated information.
For TeacherSharedFor Student
Administrative framework: notice board, syllabus, roster, examples, etc
Evidence: evaluations, monitoring use
Changing work patterns – and expectations
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T
O
W
S
Documents become 
editable.
Copyright violations.Texts treated cursorily 
only
Collaboration with 
university library.
Compiling an 
electronic library.
Easy to annotate and 
quote.
Deselection of texts in 
print only.
Technical problems 
may occur.
E-format unattractive 
to work with.
Time-saving;
Easy to update.
Dynamic framework 
for course activities.
Free;
Easy access to texts.
For TeacherSharedFor Student
Online readers
Evidence: evaluations
Balancing functionality and compatibility 
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Collaborative thinking; making lab time more effective
T
O
W
S
Lack of time and 
competencies for 
renewing. 
Further cuts in lab 
time.
Old fashioned design 
hampers use.
Compiling a 
repository of learning 
objects.
Professional design 
and commercial
input.
Access to a greater 
variety of learning 
objects.
Time consuming 
design and tailoring. 
Technical problems 
may occur.
Single user looses 
advantage of 
discussing.
Time saving if used 
by students.
A teaching aid, 
making lab time more 
effective.
Useful learning aid.
For TeacherSharedFor Student
Evidence: evaluations, research literature
Simulations of laboratory assignments
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T
O
W
S
High demands on 
(unfamiliar) 
competences.
Breakdown
situations.
Makes no sense in 
the campus 
environment.
Faculty collaboration.New course formats;
Time/space 
independence:
Course portfolio;
Access to work of 
others.
Time consuming.Blurring, work time vs. 
spare time;
Technological 
overhead
Vulnerability;
Extra effort required.
Activates students.Permanence;
Transparency.
Time to reflect;
Accurate 
communication.
For TeacherSharedFor Student
Virtual classroom discussions
Evidence: evaluations, research literature
Remediation rather than exploiting the potential of the medium
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Conclusions
Things take time
Acceptance on the systemic level is faster than on the
world view level and in individual understanding
On the systemic level we tend to understand new technology in
terms of remediation. 
Only with changing world view and sense making is the full
potential of the new technology realized.
Our world view has changed. We now take for granted features
that have actually profoundly changed education.
Over a longer period of time ICT thus may have a clearer
disruptive effect.
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